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Hunter , D4D 
Moses, the new D4D-AU pup in training.

Yellow Neener Photography 
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VOLUNTEER SPOTLIGHT…


Pam Gault is one of D4D’s great volunteers, who 
visits our training center every week with a 
wonderful smile and upbeat spirit to spend some fun 
time working with our trainers and dogs.  She spends 
many Thursday’s working in the scent training runs, 
moving the target scents and watching the dogs 
progress and eventually be placed with a deserving 
client.   

Pam started working with D4D in 2012, after 
learning about D4D through a friend and seeing our 
Walk announced in the local newspaper.  There, she 
met long time D4D supporter Hilee Keller, and she 
was hooked!  She fostered Chassis and also helped 
to foster Hollis, D4D’s Chief Canine Ambassador.  
Currently, besides her Thursday training efforts, she 
is doing short term fostering, when needed.   

Pam retired 5 years ago after 32 years of teaching 
English and Physical Education at middle schools in 
the San Ramon Valley Unified School District.  
Besides volunteering at D4D, Pam sings Barbershop 
with the Sweet Adelines; and volunteers with the 
Assistance League of Diablo Valley in their reading 
program.   

She has always kept busy.  She used to play slow 
pitch softball, volleyball, and her true love was 
tennis.  She currently focuses more time on camping, 
walking and kayaking rather than the team sports.  
She also travels extensively, having been to India, 
Africa, Australia, New Zealand, Europe and South 
America, besides traveling within the US.  Her 
parents had similar wanderlust, having lived in 
various places around the world.   

Pam is a wonderful support to our program, and a 
joy to work with each week!  Many Thanks! 
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All generously donated to D4D by Guide Dogs for the Blind. 

POTENTIAL NEW KIDS ON THE BLOCK…


We’ve Been Busy…  
The D4D Team has been busy this month evaluating eight dogs for our training program.  We’re excited to 
announce six of the eight have been accepted into D4D’s pre-evaluation testing.  The above pups are currently 
being evaluated… say tuned to see who will continue their training to become a life-saver!  Any of these pups 
look familiar to you?  

All of the above dogs have been generously donated to Dogs4Diabetics by Guide Dogs for the Blind (GDB). 
This amazing gift allows us to continue our work in the diabetic community, and creates life-saving 
partnerships.  We’re so grateful for our partnership with GDB, and honored to have the support of the GDB 
community as well. 

A very special thanks to all who contribute to our program, success, and mission! 

Fun fact, this handsome guy is 
the brother to a D4D pup 
already in training!

Fun fact, these (first two) cuties are sisters!
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ADVANCED FOSTER CARE CLASS…

By, Stephanie Perkins, Foster Care Program Leader  


Evaluator, Gayle Bittner using counter 
conditioning with new recruit.

At Dogs4Diabetics, we treat fear using a technique called 
counter conditioning.  Counter-conditioning is basically a 
classical conditioning in which we are pairing something 
that was producing an unpleasant response with 
something pleasant instead.  In most cases rewards/treats 
are used, this is for a few reasons; 

• The presence of food (treats) and eating releases a 
certain chemical cocktail in a dog’s brain that naturally 
helps the dog relax. 

• Since we use treats in various different exercises where 
there are no fear based situations, our dogs create a 
positive emotional response to the presence of treats 
which helps them, in this case, in “fighting” the fear/
anxiety response. 

• Food is the best indicator to read the dog’s level of 
stress, fear and anxiety.  If you go too fast (which will 
probably happen) through the levels of desensitizing, 
and your dog is not ready, he will stop taking treats if 
the level of stimulus (trigger) is too high for him.  In 
this case, we take a step or two back in our training.  

    (continued on the next page) 

Our advanced foster care class has been learning about how to 
properly handle fear reactions.  Fear in dogs can be mild and 
seemingly insignificant, or extreme, causing great disruption 
to comfort, security and confidence.  What dogs are fearful of 
can range greatly.  Dogs can develop fear of a particular 
person or a general type of person (such as men or children), 
noises, objects, places, situations (such as being approached by 
people or other dogs, physically handled, groomed or 
examined by a veterinarian), or dogs can be afflicted with a 
general fear of anything or anyone new or unusual it 
encounters. 

There are three basic causes of fear in dogs.  Fearful 
tendencies in dogs can have a single cause or be combination 
of the causes. The first cause of fear is genetics.  The second 
cause of fear is the lack of proper socialization during critical 
socialization periods.  The third cause of fear is that the dog 
has experienced a specific situation that provoked a fearful 
response.  
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ADVANCED FOSTER CARE CLASS…

By, Stephanie Perkins, Foster Care Program Leader  


By pairing food with a trigger at a sub-threshold distance (a distance where a dog has little or mild to no 
response) we are getting the “looking forward to” instead of the fearful response.  This process is also 
known as conditioned emotional response (CER) and the purpose is to change the complete emotional 
response towards something that was considered to be unpleasant to the dog before.    

One difference our fosters learned when using this technique is they do not use a marker word.  They 
simply find the “safety distance” that keeps the dog under threshold (so learning can take place) and they 
begin rewarding the dog with food. During one of our classes, foster care providers worked our dogs over a 
long grate type surface as well as over a pallet, employing the power of motivation and counter 
conditioning.  All of our dogs fear reactions varied, however by the end of the class every dog was able to 
walk over the objects using positive reinforcement and counter conditioning.  It is so rewarding to see our 
foster care providers and dogs doing so well! 

Evaluator, Jessica Ching working new 
recruit over the pallet.  Keep up the 

great work buddy! 

Foster Care Provider, Lauren Sinz using 
positive reinforcement as Hunter walks 

over the grate. Nice job Hunter! 
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BEGINNING FOSTER CARE CLASS

By, Stephanie Perkins, Foster Care Program Leader


Can you believe it?  Our beginning foster care classes are half way over!   
Our new fosters are doing outstanding and we are so pleased to have them join our foster care team.  
This week our beginning foster care class worked on learning our obedience sequence, timing and 
proper positioning.   

They enjoyed learning the commands in our obedience sequence which include: sit, down, stay, formal 
recall (heel) and informal recall (come).  They also learned about being a good reinforcer and how that 
affects the dogs overall behavior and motivation. In addition to our weekly classes, home visits are now 
being scheduled and we will have this new group of fosters up and running in no time! 

Joe	  Hickey	  learning	  posi1oning	  and	  the	  obedience	  sequence	  with	  Valisa,	  D4D’s	  Ambassador	  Dog.	  	  	  
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INTRODUCING… SAMPSON!

THE NEWEST D4D TEAM MEMBER 


Stephanie Perkins, our 
Foster Care Program 

Leader recently adopted 
a mini pig.  He is six 

weeks old and has 
already been used in our 
client training class and 
our foster care class as a 

“distraction” for our 
dogs.  Every dog has a 

different reaction to 
him, but most dogs just 
greet him just as they 
would another dog. 
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Stephanie, will train 
Sampson at home, with 
the same commands as 

our dogs.  He will 
periodically visit D4D 
to help our dogs ignore 
distractions and build 
self control.  Before 

long we are pretty sure 
Sampson will think he 
is a dog himself, and 

he will become a 
volunteer member of 

the D4D pack! 

SAMPSON MEETS THE PUPS…

AND FITS RIGHT IN!


Mezzo and Sampson both using their self-control, which is a big focus in our training program.  

Hatcher properly meeting Sampson for the first time. 
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Hunter is in Phase B 1 and 3.  He is working on 
his bringsel technique, as well as intermediate 

scent training.  Go buddy Go! 

Mandela is in Phase C 5.  He is working hard to 
complete and pass his final testing to meet ADI 

public access regulations.  You can do it Mandela! 

Moses (Mandela’s Brother) is in Phase B 1 and 2. 
He has started his bringsel training and is working 
on scent training.  Keep up the great work Moses! 

Quest is in Phase A 1 and 2.  He is working on 
his bringsel and scent training.  Not bad for only 

nine months old.  Way to go Quest! 

see what they’re learning… 
  D4D DOGS-IN-TRAINING 

The potential “New Kids on the Block” are all in Phase 0 going through their pre-training evaluation testing. 
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Working Towards Graduation

Joust and his human Joyce love hanging out at Rodeo 
Beach in the Marin Headlands.

Trial Placement

Trial Placement

Joe and Tobias celebrated St. Patrick’s Day in style, 
and had so much fun together! 

Trial Placement

See what your pups are doing! 

Trial Placement

Ravenna and Yvonne are enjoying the beautiful outdoors 
together, and working hard to meet Graduation requirements. 

Madi and Winnie are enjoying the beautiful California 
sun, and love hanging by the water. 
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CONGRATULATIONS ARE IN ORDER…

 these two teams have met Graduation requirements!!!


Brittany and Izumi… “Izumi is a life-saving gift and I’m so excited our partnership will be official.”  

           - Brittany

Erryn and Pax… “I couldn’t imagine my life without Pax, he saves my life everyday, and is amazing!” 
                   - Erryn 

Graduating on Saturday, November 5th 2016

Erryn & Pax 

Graduating on Saturday, November 5th 2016
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Looking to recycle your Aluminum  
Cans, Plastic & Glass Bottles?  
Donate them to Dogs4Diabetics     
Recycling Program and help us in 
carrying out our mission in serving the Diabetic 
community. We are also in need of volunteers to 
help build the program. For more information, 
contact Jeannie Hickey: ghjeannie@aol.com. 

PROGRAM & FOSTER CARE UPDATES…

Waggin’ Wednesdays… continue to be  
a great opportunity for Guide Dog Puppy Raisers 
to learn more about community placement, and 
our training program.  Waggin’ Wednesdays is 
open to all GDB puppy raisers and GDB staff. 
Contact Carrie Skym to set up your visit!  
cskym@Dogs4Diabetics.com  

Foster Care Class Schedule:  

All classes run from 6:30 pm - 8:00 pm at 
Dogs4Diabetics Training Center, located at            
IBEW Union Hall 1875 Arnold Dr. Martinez, 
CA 94553. A special thanks to IBEW Union 
Hall for letting us use their space free of charge.   

Thursday Night Classes:  
•

• 4/7 (No Class - Client Support Meeting) 
• 4/14 
• 4/21 
• 4/28 
As a reminder, send all reports (Foster Care and 
Evaluator to FosterCare@Dogs4Diabetics.com) 

D4D-AU Update… 

Our friends from down 
under, Righteous Pups 
of Australia (RPA) 
came for a visit.  
Jenny, a trainer with 
RPA had a blast 
working with the D4D 
trainers on specific 
training techniques we 
use to train our 
Medical- Alert Dogs.

Jenny is excited to put these skills to work in 
Australia training pups in partnership with D4D 
to serve the diabetic community.  We’re thrilled 
to be having such a global impact!

Your donations, large and small, contribute to 
the success of our program.  For example…  
• When you generously donate $100 to D4D it 

provides a client/dog team with their pups 
service jacket. 

• Even $25 matters… this kind donation 
provides a dog leash to our pups in training, 
which is an essential tool in our training 
process.  

Learn more about how your donations make a 
difference - donate today:Dogs4Diabetics.com

Did You Know?  

mailto:cskym@Dogs4Diabetics.com
mailto:cskym@Dogs4Diabetics.com
mailto:ghjeannie@aol.com
http://Dogs4Diabetics.com
mailto:ghjeannie@aol.com
mailto:FosterCare@Dogs4Diabetics.com
http://Dogs4Diabetics.com
mailto:FosterCare@Dogs4Diabetics.com
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DOGS4DIABETICS TRAINING PHASES
The A,B,C phases of Dogs4Diabetics training refers to the dogs current level of training and socialization. 

 Phase A… 

• GDB Training Release (Phases 4-7) 

• Needs more formal training to pass 
the ADI public access test 

• Completed Formal GDB Training 
(Phase 8) or Guide 

• Meets standards of the ADI public 
access test 

•  GDB Released from the Puppy 
Home or GDB Early Training 
Release (Phases 0-3) 

• Little or No Formal Training

 Phase B… 

 Phase C… Scent Training Phases 0-8 

0 - Pre-training evaluation 
1- Bringsel training 
2 - Beginning scent training 
3 - Intermediate scent training 
4 - Advanced scent training 
5 - Testing 
6 - Waiting for placement with a client 
7 - Placement with a client 
8 - Client and Dog are ready for    
     Graduation 


